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Abstract: As compared to classical organic aromatic compounds, the evaluation of aromaticity
in all-metal and semimetal clusters is much more complex. For a series of these clusters, it is
frequently found that different methods used to discuss aromaticity lead to divergent conclusions.
For this reason, there is a need to evaluate the reliability of the different descriptors of aromaticity
to provide correct trends in all-metal and semimetal aromatic clusters. This work represents the
first attempt to assess the performance of aromaticity descriptors in all-metal clusters. To this
end, we introduce the series of all-metal and semimetal clusters [XnY4-n]q( (X, Y ) Al, Ga, Si,
and Ge; n ) 0-4) and [XnY5-n]4-n (X ) P and Y ) S and Se; n ) 0-5) with predictable aromaticity
trends. Aromaticity, in these series, is quantified by means of nucleus-independent chemical
shifts (NICS) and electronic multicenter indices (MCI). Results show that the expected trends
are generally better reproduced by MCI than by NICS. It is found that NICS(0)π is the kind of
NICS that performs better among the different NICS indices analyzed.

1. Introduction
Al42-,1

The discovery of aromaticity in
an all-metal inorganic
cluster, in 2001 by Boldyrev, Wang, and co-workers fuelled
the interest for the study of all-metal and semimetal inorganic
clusters with aromatic properties (for three recent reviews
see ref 2). At variance with the classical aromatic organic
molecules that possess only π-electron delocalization, the
aromaticity in inorganic clusters is more complex due to the
peculiarities of chemical bonding in metal systems. These
metal compounds present σ-, π-, and δ-3 or even φ-4electron
delocalization, thus, giving rise to the so-called multifold
aromaticity/antiaromaticity2,5 as well as cases of conflicting
aromaticity.2a,6
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Most of the methods to quantify aromaticity have been
developed for the classical aromatic organic molecules, and
they cannot be applied to inorganic clusters without further
reinvestigation. This is the case, among others, of the
harmonic oscillator model of aromaticity (HOMA)7 or the
aromatic fluctuation (FLU)8 indicators of aromaticity that
take benzene, the paradigmatic aromatic molecule, or other
aromatic organic molecules as a reference in their definitions.
Likewise, resonance energies (RE) or aromatic stabilization
energies (ASE)9 are very difficult to compute accurately in
all-metal clusters because of the lack of appropriate reference
systems.5c,10 For the moment, the most widely used methods
to discuss aromaticity in all-metal clusters have been the
simple electron counting based on the 4n + 2 Hückel’s rule11
and the calculation of the nucleus-independent chemical
shifts (NICS).12 Less common is the use of electronic
multicenter indices (MCI),13 for which few examples can
be found in the literature.14
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Although the 4n + 2 rule affords the simple test of
aromaticity, electron counting alone does not provide always
direct evidence of aromaticity/antiaromaticity.2c,15 For instance, Al42- contains one pair of delocalized π-electrons
and two pairs of σ-electrons that contribute to the overall
aromaticity of this species.1,6a,16 The two π-electrons obey
the 4n + 2 Hückel’s rule for monocyclic’s π-systems.
Although this is not the case for the four σ-electrons, it was
found that the two pairs of delocalized σ electrons belong
to molecular orbitals (MOs) that follow orthogonal radial
and tangential directions, which makes them totally independent,17 thus, separately following the 4n + 2 rule. This
is a clear example that simple total electronic counts
sometimes lead to erroneous conclusions.2c,15 Similarly, in
planar polycyclic boron clusters, it has been found that the
aromaticity is not related to the total number of π-electrons.18
Probably the most widely employed method to analyze
the aromaticity of all-metal species is the NICS index. This
descriptor, proposed by Schleyer and co-workers12 as a
magnetic index of aromaticity, is a valuable indicator of
aromaticity that is used by many researchers. It is defined
as the negative value of the absolute shielding computed at
a ring center or at some other interesting point of the system,
usually 1 Å above the ring center. Rings with large negative
NICS values are considered aromatic. The more negative
the NICS values, the more aromatic the rings are. Nonaromatic species have NICS values close to zero, and positive
NICS values are indicative of antiaromaticity. Recently,
dissected NICS techniques based on the analysis of individual
canonical MOs contributions to NICS19 have been successfully applied to analyze multifold and conflicting aromaticity/
antiaromaticity in all-metal clusters.20
In a recent work, some of us reported that NICS profiles
calculated in the perpendicular direction of each ring are
useful to classify all-metal and semimetal clusters into three
groups according to their aromatic, nonaromatic, or antiaromatic character.21 In addition, Tsipis has recently demonstrated that the NICSzz-scan patterns, along with symmetrybasedselectionrules,canunequivocallyprobetheantiaromaticity
in a wide range of antiaromatic organic and inorganic rings/
cages.22 We also showed21 that single-point NICS calculations fail to provide correct trends for some particular
systems. For example, we found unexpectedly that C2v
GeAl3- is more aromatic than D4h Al42-, according to
NICS(0) values.21 In another work, we discovered that the
NICS and MCI predicted changes of aromaticity in Mg32when coordinated to alkalimetal cations follow opposite
trends.14c Similar results were reported by Chattaraj et al.
for the metal complexation of Al42-.14b The reason for the
divergence between NICS and MCI is unclear in some cases.
The connection between these indicators is not obvious
because NICS values are computed as a response to an
external magnetic field, and virtual orbitals are involved in
the calculation, while in the computation of electron sharing
indices (ESI), such as MCI, only occupied orbitals are used.
In fact, it is well-known that a delocalized system is a
necessary but not a sufficient condition to have a ring
current.14a,23
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In a subsequent work,24 we introduced a series of 15
aromaticity tests that can be used to analyze the advantages
and the drawbacks of a group of aromaticity descriptors.
Based on the results obtained for a set of 10 indicators of
aromaticity, including NICS and MCI, we concluded that
MCI were the most accurate among all indices examined in
that work.24 In addition, the fact that the π-component of
the four center-electron index in Al42- is almost the same as
that of C4H42+ seems to indicate an apparent good behavior
of MCI for all-metal clusters.14a The 15 tests of aromaticity
proposed in the previous work24 involved only classical
aromatic molecules, having expected aromaticity trends based
on accumulated chemical experience. In the present work,
we introduce a new test containing several inorganic allmetal clusters with two main aims: first, to investigate the
performance of NICS and MCI to provide expected aromaticity trends in all-metal clusters; and second, to analyze
whether, among different NICS definitions, there is a
particular NICS index that performs consistently better than
the rest.
To this end, we have chosen the four-membered ring (4MR) series of valence isoelectronic inorganic species
[XnY4-n]q( (X, Y ) Al, Ga, Si, and Ge; n ) 0-4) that have
a predictable trend of aromaticity. Thus, one can predict a
steep decrease in aromaticity when going from Al42- to, for
instance, GeAl3- due to the reduction of symmetry and to
the substitution of one Al atom by a more electronegative
Ge atom. A smooth reduction of aromaticity when going
from Al3Ge- to Al2Ge2 is also likely, although more arguable.
And the same should occur from Ge42+ to Al2Ge2. Therefore,
for instance, the expected order of aromaticity in one (X )
Al and Y ) Ge) of the six series chosen is Al42- > Al3Geg Al2Ge2 e AlGe3+ < Ge42+. A similar behavior is likely to
be present in a series where X and Y come from different
groups of the Periodic Table. In the series with X ) Al and
Ga and Y ) Si and Ge, the electronegativity of X and Y is
significantly different and, consequently, large changes in
bond distances and angles are observed. On the other hand,
when X and Y belong to the same group (for instance, X )
Al and Y ) Ga), electronegativity and geometrical parameters remain almost unchanged. This fact leads to small
changes in the aromaticity and, thus, the expected trend
becomes Al42- g Al3Ga2- ∼ Al2Ga22- ∼ AlGa32- e Ga42-.
Finally, apart from these series, we have included two
[XnY5-n]4-n (X ) P and Y ) S and Se; n ) 0-5) series of
5-MRs. It is worth noting that the electronic, molecular
structure, and aromaticity of some of the systems studied here
have been analyzed in previous theoretical and experimental
works (Al42-,1,5c,6a,10,14a,b,15a,16,17,23,25 Ga42-,10,25a,26 Al3Si-,27
Al2Si2,5f,25a,28 AlSi3+,28b Si42+,5d,28b Al3Ge-,27a Al2Ge2,5f,28a
AlGe3+,28b Ge42+,28b Ga3Si-,29 Ga2Si2,5f,25a,28 GaSi3+,28b
Ga3Ge-,29 Ga2Ge2,5f,28a GaGe3+,28b Si2Ge22+,28b and
P5- 5e,30). It has been found that the elements of the
[XnY4-n]q( series present σ- and π-aromaticity, while
[XnY5-n]4-n compounds are only π-aromatic. The present
study complements the available experimental and theoretical
data, which is scarce or missing for some clusters, and
enables a systematic analysis of aromaticity trends along the
eight clusters series [XnY4-n]q( (X, Y ) Al, Ga, Si, and Ge;
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n ) 0-4) and [XnY5-n]4-n (X ) P and Y ) S and Se; n )
0-5), all obtained with the same methodology.
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Iring(A) )

∑

i1,i2, ...,iN

ni1, ..., niNSi1i2(A1)Si2i3(A2), ..., SiNi1(AN)
(1)

2. Computational Details
All calculations in this work were performed by means of
the Gaussian0331 computational package. The gas-phase
optimized geometries reported here were calculated in the
framework of density functional theory (DFT) using the
B3LYP functional,32 which combines the three-parameter
Becke’s exchange33 and Lee-Yang-Parr’s correlation34
nonlocal functionals. The 6-311+G(d) basis set35 was used
for all calculations.
In the present work, we report results for two unstable
dianions such as Al42- and Ga42-. In a recent work,
Lambrecht et al.36 have shown that Al42- is unstable as
compared to Al4- + free e- and, consequently, its properties
change significantly when increasing the number of diffuse
functions in the basis set. Indeed, after inclusion of certain
number of diffuse functions, the Al42- evolves to Al4- +
free e-. In this sense, Lambrecht and co-workers36 warned
about the validity of calculations carried out for such unstable
dianions. In a recent comment37 (see also the rebuttal in ref
38) on the work by Lambrecht et al.,36 Zubarev and Boldyrev
argued against this point of view and considered that the
bound state of the individual Al42- is an adequate model of
Al42- in a stabilizing environment, such as in NaAl4- or
Na2Al4. They also considered that calculations for isolated
Al42- species using a 6-311+G(d) basis provide an accurate
model for the Al42- unit embedded in a stabilizing environment. Following the Zubarev and Boldyrev arguments,37 we
will discuss the properties of the bound state in these two
metastable dianions by employing the 6-311+G(d) basis set.
NICS values were computed also with the B3LYP/6311+G(d) method through the gauge-including atomic orbital
method (GIAO)39 implemented in Gaussian03. The magnetic
shielding tensor was calculated for the ghost atoms located
at the ring centers (NICS(0)) determined by the nonweighted
mean of the heavy atom coordinates and also for the ring
critical point (RCP), the point of lowest density in the ring
plane,40 as suggested by Cossı́o et al.,41 to yield NICS(0)rcp
values. In some high-symmetry molecules both points, the
ring center and the RCP, coincide. In addition, NICS has
been also calculated at 1 Å above the molecular plane of
the ring (NICS(1) and NICS(1)rcp).42 NICS(1) is considered
to better reflect the π-electron effects than that of NICS(0).
The out-of-plane tensor component of NICS (NICS(0)zz,
NICS(0)zzrcp, NICS(1)zzrcp, and NICS(1)zz) have also been
collected. This latter quantity gives probably the best measure
of aromaticity among the different NICS-related definitions
in organic molecules.24,43 Moreover, NICS(0)π, NICS(0)πrcp,
NICS(0)σ, and NICS(0)σrcp have been obtained from the
decomposition of NICS into its MO components using the
NBO 5.0 program.44 For these calculations, only the contributions of valence orbitals have been taken into account.
The dissected NICS methods have already been widely
applied to analyze multifold aromaticity in all-metal clusters.20
For the aromaticity analysis, we have also applied the
MCI.13b,c MCI is a particular extension of the Iring index:13a

ni is the occupancy of MO i and Sij(A) is the overlap between
MOs i and j within the molecular space assigned to atom A.
Summing up all the Iring values resulting from the permutations of indices A1, A2, ..., AN, the mentioned MCI index13c
is defined as
MCI(A) )

∑

1
I (A)
2N P(A) ring

(2)

where P(A) stands for a permutation operator which interchanges the atomic labels A1, A2, ..., AN to generate up to
the N! permutations of the elements in the string A.13b,45
MCI and Iring give an idea of the electron sharing between
all atoms in the ring. The more positive the MCI values,13c,46
the more aromatic the rings. For planar species, as those
treated in the present work, Sσπ(A) ) 0 and both MCI and
Iring can be exactly split into the σ- and π-contributions. This
feature is especially interesting to evaluate multifold aromaticity in all-metal clusters. Finally, although several atomic
partitions may be used for the calculations of the overlap
between MOs i and j within the molecular space assigned
to atom A,14a,47 we have chosen in the present work the
partition carried out in the framework of the quantum theory
of atoms-in-molecules (QTAIM) of Bader,40,48 by which
atoms are defined from the condition of zero-flux gradient
in the one-electron density, F(r). Calculation of atomic
overlap matrices (AOM) and computation of MCI have been
performed with the AIMPAC49 and ESI-3D50 collection of
programs.51 Since MCI and Iring yield very similar results,
in this work, we report only MCI values.

3. Results and Discussion
In this section, we first discuss the series [AlnGe4-n]2-n (n
) 0-4) in detail. Then the results for the rest of the
[XnY4-n]q( series are briefly analyzed. Finally, the molecular
structure and aromaticity of the [XnY5-n]4-n (X ) P and Y
) S and Se; n ) 0-5) clusters are presented.
Table 1 contains the molecular structure and the MCI and
NICS results obtained for the series [AlnGe4-n]2-n (n ) 0-4).
The number of valence electrons is 14 for all members of
the series. The molecular structure of the ground state of
Al42- and Ge42+ clusters is D4h square planar.28b The
geometry of the ground state of Al3Ge- 27a and AlGe3+ 28b
clusters is a planar distorted rhombus of C2V symmetry. It is
worth noting that in the case of heteroatoms having
substantially different electronegativities, as in Al3C-, the
most stable molecular structure becomes the C3V
pyramidal.27a This can be likely attributed to the loss of
aromaticity due to higher electronegativity differences. For
Al2Ge2, there are two possible planar structures corresponding to the cis and trans configurations.5f,28a According to
previous studies, the Al2Ge2 cluster is more stable in the trans
configuration,5f,28b while the cis is the most stable configuration for Ga2Ge2,5f,28b Al2Si2,5f,25a,28b and Ga2Si2.5f,28b In
order to make comparisons between different series easier,
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Table 1. Molecular Structure and Values of the MCI, MCIπ, and MCIσ (in electrons) and the NICS (in ppm) Indicesa

a
Calculated at the ring center and at the ring critical point (RCP) for the series Al42-, Al3Ge-, Al2Ge2, AlGe3+, and Ge42+ at the B3LYP/
6-311+G(d) level of theory.

in all cases, we have taken the cis configuration for the
X2Y2q( species, despite, in some cases, the trans configuration is the most stable. Aromatic ring current shielding
(ARCS) results from Jusélius et al. indicate that the aromaticity of the cis and trans configurations is similar in
Al2Si2.25a
The MCI and MCIπ values obtained for Al42- are 0.356
and 0.187 e, respectively, not far from the values, 0.341 and
0.161 e, reported by Mandado et al.14a with the same QTAIM
partition of the molecular space and with the same B3LYP/
6-311+G(d) methodology.52 The value of the MCIπ can be
easily and analytically obtained for any ring X4 of D4h
symmetry with only two π-electrons occupying the same
orbital, such as in Al42-. Following the procedure that we
applied to get analytical delocalization indices for two
π-electron cyclic systems,53 in Al42- there is a single
π-orbital involved in the sum of eq 1, and the self-overlap
of this π-orbital in a given basin is by construction Sππ(A)
) 1/4. Application of eq 2 yields a MCI value of 3/16 )
0.1875 e, which is independent of the basis set used for the
calculation (it can differ only if correlated wave functions
are used).47a On the other hand, Mandado et al.14a and Roy
et al.14b reported total MCI values of 0.335 and 0.313 e,
respectively, both calculated with the same methodology used
in the present work but using Mulliken instead of QTAIM
partition. This shows that the effect of using different
partitions for the calculation of MCI is minor in the case of
Al42-. Our results also point out that the π delocalization in
the Al42- species is slightly larger than that of the σ (0.187
vs 0.169 e). This is in line with previous dissected NICS
results,14a showing that NICS(0)π is somewhat more negative
than NICS(0)σ and also showing the result from the electronic
localization function indicating higher π- than σ-aromaticity
in Al42-,25b but in contrast with the fact that the ring current
in Al42- has a negligible contribution from the two π-electron

system.16,23 For symmetry reasons, the MCIπ values of D4h
Al42- and Ge42+ clusters with two π-electrons are exactly
the same, 0.187 e. Total MCI and absolute NICS values are
somewhat larger for Ge42+, but this is, in part, the result of
shorter Ge-Ge bond lengths. For comparison purposes, let
us add here that the MCI and NICS(0) values for D4h C4H42+,

Figure 1. Variation of MCI, MCIπ, and MCIσ (in electrons)
along the series Al42-, Al3Ge-, Al2Ge2, AlGe3+, and Ge42+.

Figure 2. Comparison between NICS (ppm) indices calculated at the ring center and at the RCP (dotted line) along the
series Al42-, Al3Ge-, Al2Ge2, AlGe3+, and Ge42+.
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Figure 3. Comparison between dissected NICS (ppm) indices
calculated at the ring center and at the RCP (dotted line) along
the series Al42-, Al3Ge-, Al2Ge2, AlGe3+, and Ge42+.

the organic molecule being most comparable to Al42- or
Ge42+, are 0.185 e and -15.62 ppm, respectively.
Figures 1 and 2 depict the trends observed along the series
Al42- to Ge42+ for the MCI and NICS indices, respectively.
Interestingly, both total MCI and MCIπ curves have a clear
concave ∪ shape providing the expected order of aromaticity,
i.e., Al42- > Al3Ge- g Al2Ge2 e AlGe3+ < Ge42+. As to the
NICS values, NICS(0) fails showing a steady increase of
aromaticity along the Al42- to Ge42+ series. Remarkably,
NICS(0)rcp yields the anticipated order of aromaticity,

Feixas et al.

indicating that the point selected to compute the NICS value
in inorganic clusters may have a relevant influence in the
aromaticity trends obtained. The distance between the
geometrical ring center and the RCP is 0.19, 0.28, and 0.39
Å in Al3Ge-, Al2Ge2, and AlGe3+, respectively, showing
significant differences of -2.58, -4.99, and -6.28 ppm
between the NICS(0) and NICS(0)rcp. Clearly, the RCP yields
better results than the geometrical center of the ring for
NICS(0). Minor changes in the out-of-plane component of
the NICS(0) and NICS(0)zz, computed in the ring center or
in the RCP, were found. In both cases, NICS(0)zz and
NICS(0)zzrcp, the shape of the curve is close to the expected
one with the only exception of the aromaticity of Al3Ge-,
that is found to be slightly lower than that of Al2Ge2.
Moreover, NICS(1), NICS(1)rcp, NICS(1)zz, and NICS(1)zzrcp
curves show the expected ∪ behavior. These results oppose
to previous claims asserting that NICS(0) is better suited than
NICS(1) for the evaluation of aromaticity in all-metal
clusters.5f
Finally, dissected NICS calculations have been performed
in order to study the trends of π- and σ-aromaticity (see
Figures 3 and 4). Interestingly, NICS(0)π and NICS(0)σ
calculated at the ring center show opposite trends. The first
reproduces the predicted concave shape, while the latter
exhibits a smooth increase of aromaticity from Al42- to

Figure 4. Canonical molecular orbital contribution to NICS(0)rcp (ppm) for the series Al42-, Al3Ge-, Al2Ge2, AlGe3+, and
Ge42+.
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Figure 5. Variation of MCI, MCIπ, and MCIσ (in electrons) and NICS (ppm) indices calculated at the RCP (dotted line) along the
series Al42-, Al3Si-, Al2Si2, AlSi3+, and Si42+.

Ge42+. This last behavior has been previously observed for
NICS(0). Therefore, in this series, the σ contribution is
responsible for the NICS(0) failing. On the other hand, as
previously seen, NICS(0)σrcp provides the expected order,
indicating that NICS(0)σ is more sensitive than NICS(0)π at
the point where the NICS is computed. Figures 2 and 3 show
the differences between the NICS measured at the ring center
and at the RCP. In all cases, the latter reproduces properly
the expected ∪ shape. Consequently, here after, only the
NICS indices calculated at the RCP will be taken into
account. Moreover, in the next series, only the figures with
selected MCI and NICS curves will be presented (see
Supporting Information for tables with the complete set of
results). Figure 4 depicts the valence orbitals with its
individual contribution to NICS. Interestingly, the radial
σ-orbital (HOMO-2 in Al42-) reproduces the predicted
concave shape, as does the total NICSσrcp, while the tangential
σ-orbital (HOMO-1 in Al42-) presents a different behavior.
In the rest of this work, the individual contributions will only
be used to explain the cases where NICSσ or NICSπ fail.
Next, the remaining series where X and Y belong to
different groups of the Periodic Table are briefly analyzed.
The molecular structure, the MCI and NICS curves obtained
for the 4-MR valence isoelectronic series [AlnSi4-n]2-n (n )
0-4) are depicted in Figure 5. Whereas MCI indicates
somewhat larger aromaticity for Al42-, all NICS indices give
Si42+ as the most aromatic cluster. The trend obtained when
going from Al42- to Si42+ for all the studied indicators of
total (σ + π) aromaticity is the same and corresponds to the
expected one, except for NICS(0)rcp and MCI that yield
AlSi3+ slightly less aromatic than Al2Si2. When the σ-π
separation is applied to the MCI and NICS(0)rcp indices, it
is found that MCIπ and NICS(0)πrcp show the expected ∪
shape, while MCIσ and NICS(0)σrcp constantly decrease when
going from Al42- to AlSi3+. Then the σ-aromaticity abruptly

increases from AlSi3+ to the full symmetric Si42+. As it will
be seen in the next series, MCIσ and the absolute value of
NICS(0)σrcp tend to decrease when group 13 atoms (Al, Ga)
are substituted by group 14 atoms (Si, Ge), except when the
D4h structure is reached. In contrast to the previous series,
the contribution of the radial σ-orbital to NICS increases
when going from X2Y2 to XY3+ (see Figure 6). This fact
leads to a slightly lower σ aromaticity in XY3+ than X2Y2.
However, this effect is, in most cases, canceled out by the π
contribution when total MCI and NICS indices are analyzed,
and consequently, the expected concave shape is observed.
After that we consider the two valence isoelectronic series
[XnY4-n]2-n (X ) Ga and Y ) Si and Ge; n ) 0-4). Figures
7 and 8 depict the most relevant MCI and NICS curves
obtained. Interestingly, almost all indices coincide in giving
a similar aromaticity to Ga42- and Ge42+ clusters, while MCI
differs from NICS in giving somewhat larger aromaticity to
Ga42- than to Si42+. In addition, all indices provide the
expected ∪ shape, except NICS(0)rcp, NICS(0)σrcp, and MCIσ
for the series [GanSi4-n]2-n (n ) 0-4) that, as before, yield
GaSi3+, slightly less aromatic than Ga2Si2. In the case of
MCI, the decrease of σ-aromaticity in GaSi3+ is counteracted
by MCIπ. In general, small differences between X2Y2 and
XY3+ species are observed. For such cases, one cannot rule
out the possibility that a change of method or basis set may
lead to a different order of aromaticity.
Figure 9 collects the molecular structure, the MCI and
the NICS values obtained for the valence isoelectronic
series [AlnGa4-n]2- (n ) 0-4). In comparison with the
previous series, changes in bond distances and angles are
now smaller due to successive substitution of Al by Ga.
The B3LYP/6-311+G(d) Ga-Ga bond distance of 2.568
Å found is not far from the 2.618 Å obtained at the
CCSD(T)/6-311+G(d) level of theory26b and from the 2.47
Å found in an organometallic compound synthesized by
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Figure 6. Canonical molecular orbital contribution to NICS(0)rcp (ppm) for the series Al42-, Al3Si-, Al2Si2, AlSi3+, and Si42+.

Figure 7. Variation of MCI, MCIπ, and MCIσ (in electrons) and NICS (ppm) indices calculated at the RCP (dotted line) along the
series Ga42-, Ga3Si-, Ga2Si2, GaSi3+, and Ga42+.

Twamley and Power26a that contains the Ga42- unit
coordinated to two K+ and bound diagonally to two phenyl
carbons. Likewise, changes in aromaticity along the Al42-

to Ga42- series according to MCI and NICS results are
relatively small. This is not unexpected taking into account
that Ga and Al belong to group 13 and that the differences
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Figure 8. Variation of MCI, MCIπ, and MCIσ (in electrons), and NICS (ppm) indices calculated at the RCP (dotted line) along the
series Ga42-, Ga3Ge-, Ga2Ge2, GaGe3+, and Ge42+.

Figure 9. Variation of MCI, MCIπ, and MCIσ (in electrons) and NICS (ppm) indices calculated at the RCP (dotted line) along the
series Al42-, Al3Ga2-, Al2Ga22-, AlGa32-, and Ga42-.

of electronegativity between them are lower than those
between Al and Ge or Si. MCI yields Al42- slightly less
aromatic than Ga42- in disagreement with a crude evaluation of the resonance energy of Na2Al4 and Na2Ga4 by
Boldyrev and Kuznetsov.10 These authors reported that
the resonance energy of Na2Al4 compound is higher than
that of the Na2Ga4 cluster by about 10 kcal · mol-1.
Correspondingly, NICS results predict higher aromaticity

for Ga42-, except in the case of NICS(0)zzrcp. The trends
of NICS(0)rcp, NICS(1)rcp, NICS(1)zzrcp, and NICS(0)πrcp
in Figure 9 show a steady increase of aromaticity from
Al42- to Ga42-. MCIπ curve has a clear ∪ shape, although
it is less pronounced than in the previous series, providing
the expected order of aromaticity, i.e., Al42- g Al3Ga2∼ Al2Ga22- ∼ AlGa32- e Ga42-. Finally, MCI and
NICS(0)zzrcp yield the correct trend except for Al2Ga22-
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Figure 10. Variation of MCI, MCIπ, and MCIσ (in electrons) and NICS (ppm) indices calculated at the RCP (dotted line) along
the series Si42+, Si3Ge2+, Si2Ge22+, SiGe32+, and Ge42+.

Figure 11. Variation of MCI, MCIπ, and MCIσ (in electrons) and NICS (ppm) indices calculated at the RCP (dotted line) along
the series P5-, P4S, P3S2+, P2S32+, PS43+, and S54+.

that is found to be slightly more aromatic than Al3Ga2(MCI) or AlGa32- (NICS(0)zzrcp).
For the valence isoelectronic series [SinGe4-n]2+ (n )
0-4), we have a similar situation as in the series Al42- to
Ga42-. Thus, changes in bond distances and angles are
small by successive substitution of Si by Ge atoms (see
Figure 10). Likewise, changes in aromaticity along the
Si42+ to Ge42+ series according to MCI and NICS results
are generally minor. This is attributed again to the fact
that Si and Ge belong to the same group 14 and that the
electronegativities of Si and Ge are almost the same. All
methods predict a slightly higher aromaticity for Ge42+

as compared to Si42+, except in the case of NICS(0)zzrcp
and NICS(0)πrcp. As to the trends shown in Figure 10, only
for MCIπ and NICS(1)zzrcp, the curves have a clear concave
shape providing the expected order of aromaticity, i.e.,
Si42+ g Si3Ge2+ ∼ Si2Ge22+ ∼ SiGe32+ e Ge42+. MCI
indicates a steady increase of aromaticity along the Si42+
to Ge42+ series, while NICS(0)zzrcp gives exactly the
opposite trend. Finally, NICS(0)rcp, NICS(1)rcp, and
NICS(0)σrcp show a tendency to increase from Si42+ to
Ge42+ but present some oscillatory behavior. Results show
that it is more difficult to observe a clear trend of
aromaticity in the series with elements that belong to the
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Figure 12. Variation of MCI, MCIπ, and MCIσ (in electrons) and NICS (ppm) indices calculated at the RCP (dotted line) along
the series P5-, P4Se, P3Se2+, P2Se32+, PSe43+, and Se54+.
Table 2. Summary of the Results Obtained at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d) Level for the Six Series Studied with Seven
Descriptors of Aromaticity Analyzed
series

MCI

MCIπ

NICS(0)rcp

NICS(1)rcp

NICS(0)zzrcp

NICS(1)zzrcp

NICS(0)πrcp

Al/Ge
Al/Si
Ga/Si
Ga/Ge
P/S
P/Se

yes
uncleara
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
uncleara
uncleara
yes
no
no

yes
yes
uncleara
yes
no
no

uncleara
yes
yes
yes
no
no

yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
uncleara

a

Fails only in ordering one molecule (see text).

same group of the Periodic Table. In these series,
aromaticity remains basically unchanged by successive
substitution. Due to the lack of a well-defined trend, these
last two series should not be used as possible tests to
evaluate the performance of aromaticity indices in allmetal clusters. Still, results indicate presumably, that the
MCIπ index performs better than the rest for these two
series.
Finally, we discuss the [XnY5-n]4-n (X ) P and Y ) S
and Se; n ) 0-5) series of 5-MR clusters. Figures 11 and
12 list the molecular structure, MCI, and NICS curves for
these valence isoelectronic clusters. Since the D5h rings of
P5-, S54+, and Se54+ have six π-electrons, it is not possible
to derive the MCIπ value using simple algebra without
computation. Among these series, P5- is the only inorganic
cluster that has been studied previously with quantum
mechanical methods.5e,30 These works show that D5h P5possess six π-electrons in three π molecular orbitals, resulting
in π-aromaticity according to the 4n + 2 Hückel’s rule. In
line with this view, the MCI and MCIπ values of P5- differ
by only 0.001 e, indicating that the contribution of the
σ-electrons to the total MCI value is irrelevant. The same is
true for all the members of these two series. MCI values
yield more aromatic S54+ and Se54+ clusters than P5-, while
all NICS indices predict the opposite behavior. From the
trends depicted in Figures 11 and 12, it is found that both

MCI and MCIπ curves present the expected ∪ shape (MCIπ
is not represented in Figures 11 and 12 because it coincides
almost exactly with MCI). However, all NICS values yield
a continuous reduction of aromaticity along the series P5to S54+ and to Se54+. Remarkably, NICS(0)πrcp differs from
the rest of NICS indices, showing the same behavior of MCI
and MCIπ. NICS(0)πrcp values yield more aromatic S54+ and
Se54+ clusters than P5- and provide a clear ∪ shape, with
the only exception of P4Se being a little less aromatic than
P3Se2+. On the other hand, σ-orbitals are responsible for the
reduction of aromaticity that is shown by the rest of NICS
indices along the series. For comparison purposes, the MCI
and NICS(0) values for D5h C5H5-, the most similar organic
molecule to P5-, are 0.0704 e and -15.63 ppm, respectively.

4. Concluding Remarks
The summary of the results obtained for six of the series
analyzed can be found in Table 2. In this table, we write
“yes” when a certain index follows the expected trend in
aromaticity for a given series, “no” otherwise, and “unclear”
when the failure of the index is minor (for instance, the index
falls short only for the ordering of one species in a given
series). The series analyzed constitute a new test to evaluate
the performance of descriptors of aromaticity in the exciting
field of all-metal clusters.
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Results in Table 2 indicate that the multicenter indices
perform generally better than NICS, especially the MCIπ.
Our results reinforce the superior behavior of NICS(0)πrcp
as compared to NICS(0)rcp, NICS(1)rcp and their corresponding out-of-plane components. Indeed, NICS(0)πrcp gives the
correct trends for all studied species, except for the relative
aromaticity of P4Se in comparison with P3Se2+, and for the
valence isoelectronic series [AlnGa4-n]2- and [SinGe4-n]2+
(n ) 0-4). These two latter series, for which only the MCIπ
index yields the correct trend, have not been included in
Table 2 because aromaticity results show that there is not a
well-defined trend along these series. The fact that
NICS(0)πrcp performs better than NICS(0)rcp, NICS(1)rcp, or
their corresponding out-of-plane components for the
[XnY4-n]q( (X, Y ) Al, Ga, Si, and Ge; n ) 0-4) clusters
is somewhat disturbing given the fact that these molecules
display both σ- and π-aromaticity. The reason must be found
in the NICS(0)σrcp component that fails to account for the
expected order of aromaticity. Remarkably, NICS values in
inorganic aromatic clusters strongly depend on the point
where they are calculated. Thus, while NICS(0)rcp provides
the expected trend, NICS(0) fails predicting a steady increase
when going from Al42- to Ge42+.
NICS and MCI are indices of aromaticity that do not
require reference values and, consequently, they are likely
the most useful indicators of aromaticity for all-metal and
semimetal clusters. The present study indicates that if one
wants to order a series of inorganic compounds according
to their aromaticity, it is recommendable to use multicenter
electronic indices or NICS(0)πrcp values. However, for this
purpose neither NICS(0) nor NICS(1) are reliable. On the
other hand, if one only wants to discuss whether a given
cluster is aromatic or not, then both MCI and NICS, and
particularly NICS-scan, do a good job to classify all-metal
and semimetal clusters into aromatic, nonaromatic, and
antiaromatic.21
Finally, the performance of NICS and MCI has been
validated for the light atoms of Periodic Table, but still
remain to be assessed for more complicated transition metals
having δ- or φ-electron delocalization. More research is
underway in our laboratory concerning this particular issue.
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